
Pre-AP English I 

2020 Summer Reading Assignment Weatherford High School 

Mrs. Heather Schwartz 

hschwartz@wpsok.org 

Read the following book before school starts. We will collect your assignments on the third day 
of class, August 14, 2020. 

Refugee by Alan Gratz 

Refugee is the story of three different kids with one mission in common: ESCAPE.  

Josef is a Jewish boy in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of concentration camps 
looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other side of the world… 

Isabel is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her 
family set out on a raft, hoping to find safety and freedom in America… 

Mahmoud is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart by violence and 
destruction, he and his family begin a long trek toward Europe… 

All three young people will go on harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face 
unimaginable dangers–from drownings to bombings to betrayals. But for each of them, there is 
always the hope of tomorrow. And although Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by 
continents and decades, surprising connections will tie their stories together in the end. 

For your summer reading assignment, you will need to get a copy of the fiction novel, 
Refugee. We highly recommend that you continue to build a personal library of books you study 
in school and purchase your own copy of the book. If you choose to do so, you will need to 
purchase the book with ISBN number: 978-0-545-88083-1 published by Scholastic Press. 
Hooked on Books in Weatherford, OK will be able to get the correct copies that you can 
purchase. If you prefer to buy online, you can find this publication on abebooks.com or 
amazon.com for a very reasonable price. We will use this book when school starts, so you will 
need to bring your copy with you to class each day. If you cannot purchase the book, you may 
borrow a copy of this book from a public library. 

If you purchase your own copy, it is very helpful to annotate and highlight allusions, 
diction, imagery, characterization, theme, foreshadowing, etc. while you are reading. If you 
borrow a copy from a public library, make notes of these literary elements in a spiral or notebook 
paper. Make sure to have these notes with you the first week of school for our class 
discussions. We also suggest using sticky notes to mark annotations as well.  



Test Over Summer Reading:  In the first week of class, students will be given an objective test 
over the novel before we actually have any discussion of the book. 

All assignments must be word processed in Times New Roman font size 12, printed off, and 
stapled to turn in the third day of class, August 14, 2020. Do not forget to put your name on 
your assignment. Please do not put in a folder. Please submit your original work. 

NOTE: 

1. If you do not have access to a computer, please email Mrs. Schwartz at 
hschwartz@wpsok.org to receive permission to hand write your assignment. 

 2. If you do not have access to a printer, you can print your assignment the third day of school, 
August 14, 2020. 

3. If you do not have your completed summer reading assignment the third day of class, 
August 14, you will have your schedule changed the next day and will be placed in 
regular English I for the rest of the year. 

4. This is not an extremely long book, but the assignment will take time. Make plans to read 
starting in the beginning of July so that you will have plenty of time to read the book and turn in 
quality assignments. Be sure and read your instructions, which is a major part of the 
assignment. 

FINAL COMMENTS:  

I expect you to be fully prepared to discuss the novel on the third day of class. 
Completing this assignment will be your first chance to make an impression, so make a good one 
by coming prepared for class. You are in Pre-AP English, so I have very high expectations for 
you. I expect you to be responsible and come to class ready to learn. 

If you have any questions over the summer, please feel free to email me. I will check our 
email regularly. I will be away at various times over the summer, but will get back to you as 
soon as I return. I will also be providing two sessions at the high school for students who wish to 
have questions answered in person. The dates for these sessions are July 17 from 9:00am -12:00 
pm and August 7th from 1:00pm-3:00pm. You can come and go or stay for the whole time and 
work, work, work. 

Have a great summer, and we look forward to meeting each one of you and having you in 
class next year! 

Mrs. Heather Schwartz 



Dialectical Journal Guidelines 
  

The term “dialectic” means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation 
involving question and answer.” Think of your dialectical journal as a series of conversations 
with your book as you read it. This process is meant to help you develop a better understanding 
of the novel and the main character as we read. Use your journal to record your personal 
responses to the text and your ideas about the themes. You will find that it is a useful way to 
process what you’re reading and to better understand the book’s content. 
  
Part 1: 
Dialectical Journal 
  
Procedure 

● As you read Refugee, you will start to learn more about each of the main characters. You 
will learn about their background, their personalities, and their families/parents. As you read, you 
will choose 3 quotes for each character: 1 regarding their background, 1 highlighting their 
personality, and 1 referencing their relationship with their family/parents. Record these quotes in 
the left-hand column of the chart (as seen in the example).  Be sure to include the speaker of the 
quote, section heading, and the page number. When you are finished, there will be 9 total entries. 

● In the right column, write your response to the text (ideas/insights, reflections, inferences, 
and comments on each quote) that explains how the quote best reflects the 
background/personality/relationships of the given character. This should be a minimum of four 
sentences. Think outside the box. Don’t simply restate or summarize the quote. Before each 
comment you write, label your responses using the following codes: 

● (JP) Josef personality, (JB) Josef background, or (JR) Josef relationship 

● (IP) Isabel personality, (IB) Isabel background, or (IR) Isabel relationship 

● (MP) Mahmoud personality, (MB) Mahamoud background or (MR) Mahmoud 
relationship 

● On the back of this page, you will see 3 examples of a higher-level response using a 
selection from the book, The Outsiders, by S.E. Hinton. We expect that at least half of your 
responses will be at this level. 

  
  



Quotes from the text Commentary 

1. “I grinned with pride—I don’t 
think I look one bit like Soda, but it’s 
not every day I hear Socs telling me 
they think my brother is a doll.” 

Ponyboy 

Chapter 2   p. 23 

(PR) Cherry, a member of the other gang, 
complimented Ponyboy. This is not 
something that Ponyboy would expect 
from the Socs, his rival. The Socs 
complimented him and his brother by 
saying they were both cute. This shows a 
hint of acceptance between the two rivals. 
If you are enemies, normally your rival will 
degrade you. Instead, it was a compliment 
that was accepted in a positive way. 

2. “It was my pride. It was long and 
silky…Our hair labeled us greasers, 
too—it was our trademark.” 
 Ponyboy 
 Chapter 5   p. 71 
  
  
  
  
  

  

(PB)The greasers were identified by their 
long, slicked-back hair. It was their identity 
but also defined them as a member of a 
gang. When Johnny cut and bleached 
Ponyboy’s hair, he realized that the only 
difference between the greasers and the 
Soc’s was their appearance and the way 
they looked on the outside. It caused him to 
question whether he wanted to be 
associated with the group that made up his 
entire personal history/background. 

3. “It was the oddest feeling in the 
world. I didn’t feel 
anything—scared, mad, or 
anything. Just zero…I busted the 
end off of my bottle and held on to 
the neck and tossed away my 
cigarette. ‘You get back into your 
car or you’ll get split.’” 
 Ponyboy 
 Chapter 12   p. 170-171 

(PP) After Johnny dies, Ponyboy initially 
responds to the Soc’s at the grocery store 
with lack of emotion. His emotions are raw 
and he’s in a place he has never felt 
before—he’s dealing with an unbearable 
loss that he shouldn’t have to experience at 
such a young age. His emotions 
immediately change and anger overwhelms 
him. This is unlike his personality 
throughout the rest of the book. 

  
  

  



Essay Guidelines 
  

Part 2: 
Essay Procedure: 
  
Using your dialectical journal quotes, choose ONE best quote for each character.  Write a 
three-paragraph essay using the best supporting quote to answer this prompt: 
  

“As you read, you should have learned a lot about each main character. How did each 
character’s background, personality, and/or relationship with their family affect the 
success/failure of his or her journey. Write a three-paragraph essay explaining this effect 
using one quote per paragraph to support your opinion. “ 

  
*Your first paragraph should state how Josef’s background, personality, and family relationships affected 
his journey. Then use one quote from your dialectical journal to support this belief. Then write four or 
more sentences explaining how that quote supports your viewpoint. 
  
*Your second paragraph should state how Isabel’s background, personality, and family relationships 
affected her journey. Then use one quote from your dialectical journal to support this belief. Then write 
four or more sentences explaining how that quote supports this viewpoint. 
  
*Your third paragraph should state how Mahmoud’s background, personality, and family relationships 
affected his journey. Then use one quote from your dialectical journal to support this belief. Then write 
four or more sentences explaining how that quote supports this viewpoint 
  
1. Please type your essay using Times New Roman, font size 12, and double-space your paper. 
2. When introducing your quotes within your essay, please cite your page number where the 
quote was found. 
3. Please put an MLA heading, and title your essay, Refugee. 
4. At the bottom of your paper, you will need to have a citation for your book source, Refugee. 
  
Follow this format for your MLA citation: 
  
Author’s last name, Author’s first name. Title of book. Publisher: City of publication, year of 
publication. 

  
  
 
 



Name___________________ 

Mrs. Schwartz 

Pre-Ap English I, ____ Hour 

14 August 2020 

Summer Assignment: Refugee 

Dialectical Journal: 135 points 
  

Category Quote 1 Quote 2 Quote 3 

Josef: Identified three 
quotes that represent his 
background, personality, 
and family relationships. 
Each quote had the page 
number and speaker 
identified. The commentary 
contains at least four (4) 
sentences and has the 
proper label. 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences 
___/8pts 

Isabel: Identified three 
quotes that represent her 
background, personality, 
and family relationships. 
Each quote had the page 
number and speaker 
identified. The commentary 
contains at least four (4) 
sentences and has the 
proper label. 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences 
___/8pts 

Mahmoud: Identified three 
quotes that represent his 
background, personality, 
and family relationships. 
Each quote had the page 
number and speaker 
identified. The commentary 
contains at least four (4) 
sentences and has the 
proper label. 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences ___/8pts 

Quote  ___/3pts 
Pg # ___/1pt 
Speaker ___/1pt 
  
Label ___/2pts 
Sentences 
___/8pts 



Totals    

  

  

  

  

  

Name___________________ 

Mrs. Schwartz 

Pre-Ap English I, ____ Hour 

14 August 2020 

Summer Assignment: Refugee 

  
Essay: 55 points 
  
______MLA Format (10pts)--Times New Roman Font 
                         12pt font size 
                         Double Spaced 
            MLA Heading: Name, Teacher Name, Course, Date 
            Essay Title: Refugee 
  
______In-Text Citation (5pts)--Page number included with quote in paragraph 
  
______Citation (10pts)--Proper MLA citation located at the bottom of the essay 
  
______Paragraphs (30pts)--Each paragraph contains a claim, quote, and 4 sentences of 

 commentary explaining how the stated quote supports their 
           claim. 
  
____/55 points Essay Total 
  
____/135 points Dialectical Journal Total 
 

 



 

_____/190 points Summer Reading Assignment Total 
 
 


